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Local heroes
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Steve Coonick explains how
three Cornish businesses with a
shared agenda joined forces to
build a bench for local people

W

hen you think about it, a commission
for a bespoke piece of furniture is
a story told in three dimensions,
some more elaborate than others but a
story none the less. When environmental
artist Kurt Jackson approached me to build
him a bench for his St Just-in-Penwith art
gallery, one might expect it would come
with a few strings attached. Kurt Jackson
is the permanent artist in residence at
the Glastonbury festival and has been
documenting the event since 1999. Devoted
to numerous ecological and environmental
issues, his time at Glastonbury is spent
immersing himself in the experience as
150,000 revellers take part in one of the
most spectacular charitable events on the
planet. ‘The great thing about Glastonbury
is that it’s about fun and delight (and a bit of
hedonism) but also engages with the serious
issues of the future of the planet and our
environment,’ says Jackson. ‘Greenpeace,
Oxfam, Water Aid and Surfers Against
Sewage have become entwined, woven
together as an important strand of my
working and political life.’
Housed within a massive ex-industrial
building in the centre of the thriving former
mining town of St Just-in-Penwith, the
Jackson Foundation was set up by the
leading contemporary artist and his wife
Caroline to host an annual programme of
quality contemporary exhibitions working in
partnership with a variety of environmental
and non-profit organisations. This exciting

The Kurt Jackson bench in situ at the St Just-in-Penwith art gallery

and versatile world class art gallery is free to
the public, bridging the gap between public
and private art centres and is the ideal venue
to view Kurt Jackson’s varied and eclectic
range of artistic expression spanning painting,
poetry, sculpture, installation and film.
It’s not uncommon to find that artists from

The use of negative space in the seat allows light to pass onto the floor beneath
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different media have similar interests and
what moves one creative person to make
a statement can perhaps be more easily
understood and interpreted by a fellow artist.

The craftsman

My company, Koos Furniture, is based in
Cornwall, ‘koos’ being the Cornish word
for forest. The company design and create
bespoke fine furniture, luxury gifts and
accessories for private and commercial
clients, as well as offering products from an
existing collection of furniture and limitededition pieces. In a recent blog post titled
‘The importance of Provenance’, I explained
how the company endeavour to use materials
that are sourced as close to the Cornish
workshops as possible.
Sustainable products, protecting the
environment and supporting the local
economy are also important to the Jackson
Foundation. They have received several
prestigious awards for their commitment
to these laudable values. Therefore it was
crucial that the materials for the product
were sourced from within the county and
that only natural finishes were used, with
no environmental impact.
The final design is a large double-sided
bench seat that will sit in the centre of the
gallery space. The bench is constructed
from English oak with the seat made from
wide burrs onto a scorched frame. The
black scorched finish on the frame echoes
the black industrial beams in the roof space
above. The shape mimics the simple framing
of the paintings in the gallery and ties the
bench to this space. This tactile surface with
its rich and deep colour is achieved with no
chemicals. Many layers of natural oil and wax
protect and preserve the surface, giving it a
natural lustre. Visitors may sit on either side
of the bench and enjoy the art installations at
the gallery from a prime position.
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un-scorched. The pippy oak used for
the stretchers was beautiful but had the
potential to reduce the structural integrity
of this important load-bearing element. To
overcome this I chose to laminate several
sections of oak together to form each of the
six stretchers. This process adds strength to
the timber and stopped the propagation of
any natural defects characteristically found
in this type of oak.

Pentillie Castle and Estate sits in 2000 acres of rolling hills and woodland with magnificent views

The supplier

I sourced all the timber for the project from Pentillie Castle and
Estate near St Mellion, Cornwall. Pentillie Castle and Estate is
owned by the Coryton family who are committed to the careful
management of the 2000 acre site. The estate is a familyrun, award-winning wedding and events venue with five star
accommodation set on the Cornish bank of the River Tamar. To
minimise impact to the environment the family employ the services
of a local woodsman and his 19-hand shire horse, Trelow Jack,
to move timber out of the woodland. Preservation of the natural
beauty and diversity of the woodland is critical, as the woodland
and grounds at Pentillie are the backdrop for events and weddings
hosted at the Castle. A woodland management and replanting

The view from the terrace towards the River Tamar

scheme helps to preserve this beautiful habitat for the enjoyment
of generations to come. Between them they have thinned areas of
woodland of mixed ash and beech. As the area has some emotional
attachment to the Coryton family, a low-impact thinning operation
such as that provided by Jack is of great benefit, as the undergrowth
sustains significantly less damage than by using a huge tractor.
A horse is also surprisingly good on very steep ground, where a
tractor would struggle. Eager to support local craftsmen the estate
consulted me about which species would be of particular interest
to cabinetmakers in the future and a programme of regeneration is
under way to make sure there is a sustainable source of good local
timber for future generations.

The seat had been designed for constant
use with a design loading of eight people,
thus the mechanical integrity of the bench
was of paramount importance. Decisions
about which joints to use were almost
entirely influenced by their ability to transfer
forces while remaining intact over years of
constant use. A choice was made to hide
all joints, tying in with the overall design
aesthetic. The three frames that made up

Joint success

A Parnham joint incorporates a threaded metal bar in much the
same way as you would use a wooden dowel but with greater
resistance to shearing. The bars are anchored into oversized
holes with resin, the thread providing extra gluing surface.
Under pressure the resin is forced into the fibres of the wood
surrounding the bar and has the effect of strengthening the
joint. My ‘improved Parnham’ makes use of two Dominoes,

the main sections of the structure, consisted
of a mitred frame with a cross rail on which
the seat would sit. Each mitre was jointed
using two Dominoes, adding strength to the
joint and helping with alignment. The bench
required the cross rail to be able to transfer
a significant amount of weight and for this
component Dominoes alone would not have
enough strength. I therefore employed what
I’ve christened the ‘improved Parnham’ joint.

which are used to locate and align the joint. Standard Parnham
joints can present issues around positive location, as the hole
into which the rod is placed is deliberately created oversize,
partly to increase the gluing area as I’ve mentioned, but also
to make allowances for any errors when drilling into end
grain; a difficult process even when employing a jig or using
a press.

The build

The design philosophy for this piece was
to ‘take away the extraneous and leave what
is beautiful’, leaving no place to hide when
it came to the build. The piece was
designed to respond to its environment.
It had to be discreet and sophisticated
with elements that made the bench seat
interesting without distracting visitors
from the beautiful works of art that would
surround them. The hierarchy of design
dictated that the oak burr took the leading
role. It is a misconception that ‘simple’
objects are easy to make, in fact
the opposite can be argued. In this piece
every part can be seen from any angle
and thus each element has to be perfect.
In an art gallery the bench seat would be
scrutinised by many discerning visitors
with an eye for detail.
The first challenge was to source a very
large section of burr oak for the seat. It was
serendipity that a local timber supplier had
several boards that I could choose from
that were not only the correct size and at
the perfect moisture content but were also
sourced from Cornish woodland. Anyone
who has prepared a very large and long
board of burr oak will know it is quite a
challenge. It was critically important to
the strength and aesthetic of the piece
to preserve the thickness of the timber.
Sometimes it’s possible to head straight
for the jointer but this particular board had
a topography like a mountain range, and
therefore it required hand planing first.
The oak used for the supporting
structure also came from the same Cornish
woodland. The scorching process added
texture and helped preserve and enhance
the beautiful features of the oak. Boards
of pippy oak were chosen to match with
the seat above, these stretchers remained
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Masking the timber on the first stage of gluing up

Scorched oak

A jig is used to centre the dowels

The next challenge was to scorch the oak. I wanted a finish that
was dark but not completely black, allowing the ‘warmth’ of the
wood to remain. When done sympathetically, scorching can have
a slight translucency allowing the natural colour of the wood to be
seen in the right light. Scorching can also cause edges to dull and
it was important that edges and details remained crisp. To create
the finish and preserve the edges, each face was scorched very
briefly four times, permitting the colour to slowly build up without
damaging the surfaces. Between each burn the oak was abraded

When the resin has cured the tape is removed

with wire wool, providing a more controlled burn and consistency
of colour. Wire wool also has the benefit of removing the softer
parts of the wood, adding texture and highlighting grain patterns.
Negative space and light falling on the piece was also carefully
considered. The space between the seat was designed to allow
light to fall under the bench, which created two parallel lines
matching the polished stainless steel string lines inlaid in the
seat. The seat was sanded to 4000 grit, and finished with eight
coats of wax oil. F&C

Just under 3.5m of Cornish burr oak

The seat rails are laminated for strength

Drilling holes in end grain for the threaded metal bar
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Scorching the surface of the oak
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Removing the loose material to reveal the grain

The polished stainless steel strip
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6mm x 6mm stainless steel
strings into channels in top
surface burr oak seat sections
Seat made with wide tapered sections into
smaller centre section with 22mm gap
either side, shown transparent for clarity

M8 bolts through stretcher
rails into inserts in
underside of seat

Stretcher rails joined to
cross rails using traditional
mortice and tenons

Cross rails supporting seat joined to frame using
“Parnham joint” with 10mm threaded steel in resin
with additional domino to locate joint accurately

50mm x 50mm support frame
Cross rail drilled to take M8
and M10 bolts into timber
connectors in underside of seat
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Mitre joints reinforced using twin dominos
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